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Seasonal variability of spatial distribution and values of the wind stress curl and vorticity of the
surface currents in the North Atlantic are analyzed based on the ORA-S3 reanalysis data for 1959–
2011. It is revealed that placement of two constant cyclonic and anticyclonic spacious areas in the
surface currents’ vorticity distribution corresponds, in general, to the positions of the main oceanic
gyres – the North Atlantic Sub-polar cyclonic and Subtropical anticyclonic gyres. As for distribution
of the wind stress curl, the areas with cyclonic and anticyclonic surface currents’ vorticity are of more
complex heterogeneous structure as compared to the similar ones. Strengthening of the cyclonic wind
stress curl and vorticity of the surface currents in the sub-polar zone takes place in January,
weakening – in July. Strengthening of the anticyclonic wind stress curl and vorticity of the surface
currents in the subtropical zone is observed in January and June–July and weakening in May and
September–October. Correlation between the intra-annual changes of the wind stress curl and the
surface currents’ vorticity values averaged over the area of the North Atlantic Subtropical Gyre is
0.86, whereas the same value resulted from averaging over the area of the North Atlantic Sub-polar
Gyre – 0.98. The values of the wind stress and its curl obtained by S. Hellerman and M. Rosenstein in
1983 are confirmed (though in some later papers they were characterized as overestimated).
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Introduction
The Atlantic Ocean plays an important role in climatic changes in the AtlanticEuropean region. The heat transport by the Gulf Stream and the North Atlantic
Current to high latitudes has a significant impact on the climate in Europe. This
leads to the importance of studying the spatio-temporal variability of the current
field and also wind field, which forms upper ocean circulation. Key parts of the
large-scale circulation in the North Atlantic, allocated according to the average
long-term observations, are the Subtropical Gyre (STG) and the Subpolar Gyre
(SPG). The STG is the system of currents formed by the Gulf Stream from the
west, by its prolongation – the North Atlantic Current from the north, by the
Canary Current from the east and by the North Equatorial Current from the south.
The SPG includes the Labrador, the North Atlantic, Irminger and Greenland
Current [1].
It is well known that the location of oceanic gyres is determined by spatial
structure of the large-scale atmospheric circulation. The STG is situated in the area
of anticyclonic wind stress curl and the SPG – in the area of cyclonic one. In its
turn the distribution of wind stress curl is determined by the position of permanent
winds – the trade winds in the tropics and western winds in the middle latitudes [2].
Spatial distribution of wind stress curl and its seasonal variability for the
World Ocean [3 – 6] and its separate regions, including the North Atlantic [7 – 10]
are well-studied nowadays. Calculation and analysis of season average wind stress
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curl for the whole World Ocean were carried out in [3] according to the wind
expeditionary data with 2×2° spatial resolution within 1870 – 1976 period, in [4] –
data with 1×1° spatial resolution within 1850 – 1979 period and in [5, 6] – the
ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) data with
2.5×2.5° spatial resolution within 1980 – 1986 period. Spatial distributions of wind
stress curl, obtained in the aforementioned articles, don’t differ from each other
significantly.
Fields of wind stress curl in the North Atlantic for January and July are
calculated on the two-degreed grid according COADS monthly data set for the
1947 – 1988 in work [7]. It is shown that the cyclonic wind stress curl in the
middle latitudes and subpolar zone intensifies in the winter season and in the
Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) experiences meridional shifts and
intensifies during the summer season. Annual cycle of wind stress curl was studied
for the area of the Norway and Greenland Seas according to the 1955 – 1987 data
in [8]. Wind circulation in these areas is having a cyclonic character during the
whole year. The value of wind stress curl increases in winter and decreases in
summer. The seasonal cycle of wind stress curl over the eastern STG boundary was
analyzed by using of the wind expeditionary data in [9]. There are observed
cyclonic vorticity of the wind near the continental boundaries and anticyclonic one
in the open sea. In summer, there is intensification of cyclonic vorticity and
stretching of cyclonic area in the meridional direction to the pole. The seasonal
cycle of wind stress curl for the Tropical Atlantic is researched in [10] under the
data with 1,875×1,875° spatial resolution for April 1982 – September 1984 period.
It is shown that the maximum meridional gradient of wind stress curl in the ITCZ
is observed from July to September. Thus, the spatio-temporal structure of the wind
stress curl field is well studied. However, the value of the wind stress and its curl
vary considerably in different studies. This is due to the use of different data types,
their different spatio-temporal averaging and methodological differences in the
determination of the drag coefficient.
From the classical theory it is known that the wind spatial heterogeneity is one
of the main sources of vorticity of surface current in the ocean [11]. The modern
re-analysis data of the current velocities allows performing calculations of vorticity
of currents on a regular grid over a long period of time. Information about vorticity
of surface currents allows us to study the spatio-temporal variability of the
structure of large oceanic gyres, as well as to carry out a joint analysis of the
spatio-temporal variability of vorticity of surface currents and wind stress curl,
which is the main objective of the present work.
Data and methods
To achieve the objective set we applied the data on the wind stress and current
fields from the ORA-S3 ocean re-analysis [12] for the period from January 1959 to
December 2011. The data spatial resolution is 1×1°, and in the equatorial zone
(±10° of the latitude) – 0.3° in the meridional direction and 1° in the zonal one.
Wind stress data in ORA-S3 re-analysis is used from the ERA-40 atmosphere reanalysis [13] for the period from January 1959 to June 2002 and NWP operational
analysis for the period from July 2002 to December 2011.
Wind stress curl for each month was calculated under the following formula

 ∂τ y ∂τ x
(N/m3),
rot zτ =
−
∂x
∂y
where τx, τy are zonal and meridional components of the wind stress vector.
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Vorticity of surface currents for each month was calculated under the
following formula:
 ∂V y ∂Vx -1
(s ),
(2)
rot zV =
−
∂x
∂y
where Vx, Vy are zonal and meridional components of the velocity vector on 15 m
horizon.
It should be noted that the vertical axe z is up-directed, i.e. during the analysis
of the spatial distribution of the average vorticity values under anticyclonic
(cyclonic) vorticity the negative (positive) values are considered.
Calculations were carried out for each month in the each node of the grid. As a
result, for each calculation point we were obtained monthly time series of wind
stress curl and vorticity of surface currents in the North Atlantic for the 53-year
period. Annual vorticity cycle for individual areas is computed from monthly
values averaged within area. The analysis of seasonal variability of the spatial
distribution of the wind stress curl and vorticity of the surface current focuses on
the middle month of every season – January, April, July and October.
Analysis of the results
Seasonal variability of the spatial structure of the wind stress field and its
curl. Fields of wind stress and its curl for January, April, July and October
averaged over the studied period are shown on Fig. 1. Spatial variability of the
absolute wind stress value in the North Atlantic has the characteristic latitude
features for all seasons, which are associated with the large-scale structure of the
winds in the Northern hemisphere. Increase of the wind stress module value is
observed in the area of the north-eastern trade wind (between 10 and 20 °N), then
its decrease (up to zero around 30 °N) and gradual increase northward with the
western wind maximum values is marked.
In winter the wind stress module increases both in the area of the trade winds
and the one of the western winds (Fig. 1, а). Its maximum values are observed in
the area of the western winds. At this time the meridional component of the wind
stress vector is substantial. In summer wind stress in the area of the western winds
weakens and becomes lower (under the module) than wind stress in the area of the
trade winds (Fig. 1, c). In autumn the trade winds weaken and the wind stress in the
area of the western winds increases (Fig. 1, d). At that time the meridional
component of wind stress is minimal – the trade winds and the western winds has
mainly the zonal direction. The obtained seasonal variability of the spatial structure
of the wind stress was noted before in [5, 6].
Spatial structure of wind stress curl is quasizonal on the whole for all seasons.
There is the narrow cyclonic curl band (ITCZ) in the southern part of tropics, the
anticyclonic curl area – in the northern part of tropics and in subtropical zone, the
cyclonic curl one – in temperate latitudes and subpolar zone (Fig. 1, e – h). There
are two centers with the highest values of wind stress curl in the anticyclonic area –
Azores and Bermuda atmospheric pressure maxima. These two maxima intensify
in winter and weaken in summer months. It should be emphasized that the wind
stress curl maximum in the area of the Azores has constant character and is marked
in all months of the year. The extreme value of wind stress in the northern cyclonic
area curl corresponds to the Icelandic Low.
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Fig. 1. Fields of wind stress, N/m2 (a, b, c, d; the intensity of the darkening of the hatch characterizes
the increase of wind stress curl module) and wind stress curl ×10-8 N/m3 (e, f, g, h; anticyclonic wind
stress curl areas are hatched) in the North Atlantic, averaged for 1959 – 2011 period for January (a,
e), April (b, f), July (c, g) and October (d, h)

Position and dimensions of anticyclonic and cyclonic wind stress curl areas
change every season. In all seasons, except the autumn, anticyclonic wind stress
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curl field axis is tilted in a southwesterly direction. In the winter cyclonic wind
stress curl area in the northern part of the North Atlantic increases along with the
strengthening of the western winds (Fig. 1, e). In the summer the southern and
northern boundaries of anticyclonic area shift northward (Fig. 1, g). In autumn
these boundaries are situated zonally (Fig. 1, h). Anticyclonic area size grows in
the winter months and becomes smaller by the end of summer – the beginning of
autumn, as it has already been noted in [14].
Near the coasts of Africa in summer and spring the increase of cyclonic wind
vorticity areas is observed; it leads to the upwelling zones growth that was shown
in [9] on the basis of wind expeditionary measuring data. In the western ITCZ area
maximum seasonal variations of the wind stress curl field are marked, that affect
seasonal variability of the hydrophysical characteristics in the area of the
Equatorial Counter Current, as has noted in [15, 16].
Spatial distribution of wind stress curl over the North Atlantic calculated in
our paper agrees qualitatively with the results of the works [3 – 7], which analyzed
data from another time period. The obtained values of the wind stress curl are
consistent with the data [3]. However, according to our calculations and the results
of [3], these values are about 20 – 30 % more than in [4]. It is probably related to
the greater data smoothing, carried out in [4]. Difference of our results from the
ones published in [5 – 7] is in the spatial mismatch of individual isolines in
anticyclonic area. This is due to the fact that in [5, 6] the averaging has been
performed under a significantly short time period (7 years), while in our article the
53-year time interval has been considered, and, as is known, there is a significant
inter-annual variability in the wind field. It also relates to the comparison with
results of the article [7], where averaging has been made under time-shifted and
shorter data series.
Seasonal variability of the spatial structure of surface current field and its
vorticity. In all seasons there are the Gulf Stream, the North Equatorial and
Caribbean Currents well-marked in the surface current field. Maximum velocities
are monitored in the Caribbean Current (Fig. 2). Also the intense seasonal
variability is found in the field of currents. In October and January the East
Greenland Current strengthens. In January the Labrador, North-Atlantic and North
Equatorial Currents also become more intense. In July the North Equatorial
Current, especially its eastern part, weakens. At the same time strengthening of the
Canary Current is quite seen and it is consistent with the results obtained according
to the expeditionary data in [17]. In July and October the Equatorial Counter
Current and South Equatorial Current significantly strengthen as was noted in [18]
under vessel drift data and in the other works.
Spatial distribution of vorticity of surface currents has a considerably complex
structure as compared with wind stress curl, although while the presence of two
large gyres (the STG and SPG) in the North Atlantic is generally confirmed
(Fig. 2). If null vorticity isolines are considered as the boundaries between the
gyres, you can see that a vast area of anticyclonic vorticity between 15 – 42 °N,
corresponding to the STG, has a clear southern boundary.
However, the northern boundary has more complex structure. In addition, in
the STG area there are fields with cyclonic vorticity characterized by small values
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of the opposite sign. This spatial distribution of the vorticity of surface current is a
consequence of the fact that the source of currents vorticity in the ocean due to the
spatial inhomogeneity of the wind is not the only one [19].

Fig. 2. Current velocity fields (m/s) on 15 m horizon (a, b, c, d; the intensity of the darkening of the
hatch characterizes the increase of current velocity module contour interval 0.1 m/s) and vorticity of
surface currents, ×10-7 s-1 (e, f, g, h; anticyclonic vorticity areas are hatched) in the North Atlantic,
averaged for 1959 – 2011 period for January (a, e), April (b, f), July (c, g) and October (d, h)
44
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Area with cyclonic vorticity of the surface current corresponding to the SPG is
found in all seasons in 45 – 60 °N latitudinal band. However it is more pronounced
in the winter time. Southward of the STG between the North and South Equatorial
Currents there is a band with cyclonic vorticity in the surface current field.
Cyclonic vorticity strengthening occurs here in autumn along with the
simultaneous intensification of the North Equatorial Current and Equatorial
Counter Current.
The highest values of anticyclonic vorticity of the surface current are observed
in all seasons in the area of the Gulf Stream and Caribbean Current that is related to
the high velocity shift values in these jet flows, and also in the area of the South
Equatorial Current. High values of cyclonic vorticity are marked in the tropics and
coastal region between the Gulf Stream and North America.
In general spatial structure of current vorticity field remains in all seasons.
Seasonal changes manifest in the shift of south boundary of the anticyclonic
vorticity area relating to STG and in size change of the areas with cyclonic
vorticity within this region. Similar to the wind stress curl, the south boundary of
large-scale anticyclonic gyre is shifted northward in summer months. Such shift
and increase of the zonal elongated area with cyclonic vorticity near the Azores
Islands in summer and autumn can be interpreted as a reduction in the meridional
size of the STG. In [20] it was referred to the meridional gyre size reduction on the
results of archive hydrographic data processing. Shift of the north boundary of
anticyclonic vorticity area of surface current in its north-western part is constrained
by the mainland coastline influence [21].
In winter areas with cyclonic vorticity of surface current within the STG have
minimum sizes, but in the summer and autumn months they increase due to
seasonal variability of current strength. Thus, an increase in the autumn season of
zonally elongated area of cyclonic vorticity in the eastern part of the ocean in the
vicinity of 35 °N occurs simultaneously with the strengthening of the Azores
Current, the position of which corresponds to the southern border of this area.
Model [22, 23] and theoretical [24] research shows that the area of cyclonic
current vorticity situated in the vicinity of Gibraltar is a result of salt water runoff
from the Mediterranean.
In all seasons we can observe the area with cyclonic vorticity of surface
current in 30 – 35 °N 40 – 50 °W that can be caused by Gulf Stream branching into
two streams - the North Atlantic and the Azores Current. The presence in the area
of cyclonic loop by branching of the streams is noted in [25]. The other area with
cyclonic vorticity near 30 °N 68 °W located in the region of the Gulf Stream
recirculation is observed in all months of the study period.
We are to emphasize that the whole structure of the field of the vorticity of
surface current is qualitatively consistent with the spatial distribution of currents,
calculated on drifter data for the period from October 1992 to October 2002 [26].
Intra-annual variability of the zonal averaged wind stress curl and vorticity
of surface currents. Taking into account the predominantly zonal character of
spatial structure of wind stress curl and vorticity of surface currents the intraannual cycle of their zonal averaged values was calculated. Fig. 3 clearly
demonstrates zonal regions with alternating cyclonic and anticyclonic wind stress
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curl (Fig. 3, а) and vorticity of surface currents (Fig. 3, b), remaining the same
throughout the year.

Fig. 3. Intra-annual variability of the zonal averaged wind stress curl (а) and vorticity of surface
currents (b) in the North Atlantic (anticyclonic vorticity areas are hatched) and also the correlation
coefficients among them (c; dashed lines indicate 95 % confidence intervals)

In the ITCZ the maximum value of cyclonic wind stress curl is marked in July
– August (Fig. 3, а), which is consistent with the data of [7]. In the area of
anticyclonic wind stress curl, located in on average per year within 15 – 50 °N,
strengthening of the wind stress curl is monitored in December – January. In the
50 – 70 °N zone maximum values of cyclonic wind stress curl are marked in
November – January that is consistent to the strengthening of cyclonic vorticity in
the Icelandic Low. In August – September it is clearly seen the seasonal shift of
anticyclonic vorticity field and the ITCZ northward (Fig. 1, 3).
Zonal averaged vorticity of surface currents has the following intra-annual
variability. In tropics the maximum values of cyclonic vorticity are marked in
August – September, and the minimum ones – in January (Fig. 3, b). In the STG
anticyclonic vorticity increases in absolute value in winter and summer. The
increase of cyclonic vorticity in the SPG located northward of 42 °N takes place in
December – January.
Thus, the intra-annual changes in the zonal averaged values of wind stress curl
and vorticity of surface currents in the North Atlantic qualitatively agree in
latitudinal zones. But the zonally averaged STG north boundary is situated
southward to the corresponding boundary of anticyclonic wind stress curl area. As
mentioned above, this is due to the presence of the coastline in the north-western
part of the water area, limiting the penetration of the subtropical gyre in the
northern direction.
Meridional distribution of the value of correlation coefficients between the
intra-annual cycle ranges of zonal averaged wind stress curl and vorticity of surface
current is shown in Fig. 3, c. High positive values (>0,8) are marked in middle
latitudes (50 – 68 °N), in subtropical zone – in the vicinity of the Azores high (27 –
36 °N) and in tropical zone. Negative correlation coefficient values correspond to
the position of the boundaries with the different sign of the vorticity.
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Intra-annual variability of wind stress curl and vorticity of surface currents
averaged over the STG and SPG areas. To analyze temporal variability of wind
stress curl and vorticity of surface currents for the STG and SPG areas, gyre zone
averaged vorticity values per each month were calculated. The area related to the
STG was limited by 15 °N from the south and by 40 °N from the north, and the
area related to the SPG – by 50 and 65°N correspondingly. These areas were
limited by the coasts longitudinally.
Graphs of the intra-annual cycle of vorticity, averaged under the mentioned areas
throughout the whole studied period, are shown on Fig. 4. Intra-annual cycle of wind
stress curl and vorticity of surface currents for the STG is featured by two minimums
and two maximums. Weakening of wind stress curl (taking into the account the
vorticity sign) occurs in May (-4.84×10-8 N/m3) and September (-2.51×10-8 N/m3)
(Fig. 4, а), and weakening of vorticity of surface currents – in May (-10.1×10-8 s-1)
and October (-9.52×10-8 s-1) (Fig. 4, b). Strengthening of wind stress curl and
vorticity of surface currents occurs in winter and summer. The largest absolute
magnitude values of wind stress curl (-6.29×10-8 N/m3) and vorticity of surface
currents (-11.0×10-8 s-1) are marked in January. The second maximum of the wind
stress curl is observed in June (-5.38×10-8 N/m3) and vorticity of surface currents –
in July (-10.9×10-8 s-1).

Fig. 4. Intra-annual variability of the wind stress curl ×10-8 N/m3 (а) and vorticity of surface currents
×10-8 s-1 (b) averaged over the STG and SPG areas

In tropical and subtropical areas semi-annual component of the seasonal
variability is observed both in the atmosphere and the ocean that is shown in many
studies. The variability featured by two maxima (in summer and winter) and two
minima (in autumn and spring) manifests not only in seasonal fluctuations of wind
stress curl and vorticity of surface currents, but also in seasonal fluctuations of
wind stress and wind velocity, sea-level pressure [6, 27], intensity of currents [28,
29], value of meridional transports [7, 30].
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High values of cyclonic wind stress curl in the SPG are marked from
September to March with their maximum in January, the low ones – from April to
August with their minimum in July, as corresponds to the results of [8]. Maximum
values of cyclonic wind stress curl are 15.3×10-8 N/m3, the vorticity of surface
currents are 9.64×10-8 s-1, minimum values are 3.53×10-8 N/m3 and 3.98×10-8 s-1
accordingly.
Correlation between intra-annual values changes of wind stress curl and
vorticity of surface currents, averaged over the STG area, is 0.86, over the SPG
one – 0.98.
Strengthening of cyclonic wind stress curl and vorticity of surface currents in
subpolar zone and anticyclonic vorticity in subtropical zone in January occurs
synchronically due to the intensification of atmosphere zonal circulation (western
and trade winds) in winter period. The second intensification of anticyclonic wind
stress curl and vorticity of surface currents is observed only in subtropical zone in
summer.
Thus, despite the complex structure of spatial distribution of vorticity of
surface currents, there is a good agreement between intra-annual changes of the
wind stress curl and the vorticity of surface currents averaged over the areas of
large-scale gyres.
Conclusion
Research of the spatio-temporal variability of wind stress curl and vorticity of
surface currents in the North Atlantic showed the following results.
The spatial distribution of wind stress curl calculated in the present work
within 1959 – 2011 data well match the results of other studies, obtained under the
different time periods. All in all our data confirm the evaluations of the values of
wind stress and its curl, carried out by the authors of the article [3], being feature in
some later works as the increased ones.
In the spatial structure of vorticity of surface currents the following areas are
singled out: cyclonic vorticity area between North Equatorial and South Equatorial
Currents, large-scale anticyclonic vorticity area representing to the STG, and
cyclonic vorticity area representing the SPG. Spatial distribution of vorticity of
surface currents has more complex structure than vorticity in the wind field.
Anticyclonic vorticity area related to the STG includes sections with cyclonic
vorticity, the dimensions of which vary depending on the season. It shows the
important role of the other factors (in addition to wind stress curl) in the formation
of the large-scale circulation structure of the World ocean upper layer.
On the whole spatial structure of wind stress curl and vorticity of surface
currents maintains throughout the year. Seasonal variability of their spatial
distribution manifests mainly in the shift of the boundaries of large-scale
anticyclonic area in the north-eastern direction in summer season.
Nature of the intra-annual variability of wind stress curl and vorticity of
surface currents, averaged over subtropical and subpolar zones, is different. In
winter increase of the anticyclonic wind stress curl and vorticity of surface currents
in subtropical zone is synchronic with the cyclonic vorticity intensification in
subpolar zone. In summer there’s the second maximum of anticyclonic wind stress
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curl and vorticity of surface currents (under the absolute value) in subtropical zone.
Correlation between intra-annual changes of wind stress curl and vorticity of
surface currents in the areas of large-scale gyres is 0.86 for the STG and 0.98 for
the SPG that confirms the dominant role of the horizontal-inhomogeneous wind in
the formation of the ocean upper layer circulation.
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